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QUESTION 1

What happens to the original content item after a content transformation is performed? 

A. It depends on how the transformation was configured. 

B. It is replaced by the transformed content item. 

C. It is versioned and updated. 

D. It remains untouched. 

Correct Answer: A 

References: http://docs.alfresco.com/5.2/references/dev-extension-points-content-transformer.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A repository web script is defined in the directory: `/webapps/alfresco/WEB-
INF/alfresco/templates/webscripts/org/alfresco/test\\' inside the Alfresco Content Services installation. 

Which of the following procedures should you use to change the default output template, while adhering to best
practice? 

A. Create a copy of the output template file in the same directory, then update the web script descriptor to reference the
new file. 

B. Copy the output template file into: `/webapps/alfresco/WEB-INF/alfresco/extension/templates/webscripts/org/alfresco/
test\\', make your changes there, then update the web script descriptor to reference the new file. 

C. Copy the output template file into: `/webapps/alfresco/WEB-
INF/alfresco/extension/templates/webscripts/org/alfresco/ 

test\\' and make your changes there. 

D. Copy the output template file into: `/shared/classes/alfresco/extension/templates/webscripts/org/alfresco/test\\' and
make your changes there. 

Correct Answer: C 

References: https://community.alfresco.com/community/ecm/blog/2012/02 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following items appear within a custom content model? (Choose two.) 

A. The model\\'s namespace. 

B. References to other namespaces. 

C. Property sheet definitions. 
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D. Policy behaviors for a content type. 

E. Localization strings. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which JavaScript file, provided in the `js\\' directory inside the Share web application, defines commonly-used client-
side utility functions? 

A. common.js 

B. util.js 

C. slingshot.js 

D. alfresco.js 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which one of the following steps is necessary when customizing the "Advanced Search" in Share and adding a date
property to the search form? 

A. The date range control needs to be specified in share-config-custom.xml. 

B. A Java-backed web script to deal with dates needs to be created and referenced in share-configcustom.xml. 

C. Share will automatically provide a date range control for dates. 

D. A date range control needs to be created in FreeMarker, then specified in share-config-custom.xml. 

Correct Answer: A 
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